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Strategic Frame: Relentless Relevance
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Making H+H More Relevant to

Inclined Non-Attenders 
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Ticket Sales under new Brand Strategy
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The Market Research Revealed an Under-

representation of People of Color in H+H’s Audience
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DEI Implementation Plan

FY21-23



DEI Strategies in H+H’s 2017 Strategic Plan



The Implementation

Plan
April 2020



ARTISTIC

Integrate H+H DEI standards to attract and retain high quality musicians

Integrate H+H DEI standards in attracting high quality guest artists with the goal of significant inclusion of those from historically under-

represented groups

Consultant: Teresa Nelson, The Impact Seat. Funded by the Catalyst Fund.





PATRONS | Marketing 
Integrate H+H DEI standards to effectively and efficiently execute H+H DEI marketing strategy

Integrate H+H DEI standards brand strategy in creating a welcoming and inclusive concert experience

Integrate H+H DEI standards to implement a robust marketing and communications strategy to increase H+H's relevance among diverse 

audiences in Greater Boston and New England











LEARNING + COMMUNITY

Create DEI standards and resources for Learning Area

Integrate DEI standards to deepen relationships with K-12 schools

Integrate H+H DEI standards to enhance execution of all Education programming



PATRONS | Development

Integrate H+H DEI standards to expand opportunities for deep philanthropic connections 



INFRASTRUCTURE

Integrate H+H DEI standards to attract and retain talent capable of implementing the strategic plan

Integrate H+H DEI standards to establish a culture of learning and measurement across H+H staff 

CONTINUED >



Integrate H+H DEI standards to create mechanisms for learning about and responding to bias and barriers to diversity, inclusion, and equity

Integrate H+H DEI standards to increase the diversity of H+H's Board, staff, and musicians

Integrate H+H DEI standards to improve H+H's office environment to inspire collaboration, creativity, and productivity



The Implementation Plan Online

•

https://handelandhaydn.org/our-commitment-to-diversity-equity-inclusion-and-access/


Jamie Hoyte

Chair, DEI Committee

Reginald Mobley

Programming Consultant 



Dec. 2, 2019

David,

We have not met, but I have had the pleasure of attending H&H concerts over the years. I 
write today about the opening of this year's Messiah simply to congratulate and thank 
you. As you might imagine, I have heard many Messiahs over the years, but what I 
experienced on Friday evening was like no other. The sheer beauty and power of the 
orchestra and chorus never fails me, but this year's performance was buttressed by the 
amazing soloists. Mr. Mobley, with Mr. Burton, Ms. Watts and Mr. Phan are not only the 
future of classical music - they are now of the best of classical music. Thank you for 
your attention to and support of casting that reflects the city we live in -- it makes a huge 
difference for me as a black man, and I imagine it matters to all who were enveloped in the 
oft-warm and luscious sounds of the ensembles and the soloists.

I am always proud of the classical music scene here in Boston, but my chest puffed out with 
pride on Friday night. Thank you and your colleagues for giving me that boost.

David Howse




